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Employee Spotlight - Wes Penny

Starting as a contracted employee in
2003, Wes Penny went full time with
Airways in August of 2012 working in
our I.T. department as an AS400
Programmer and Administrator. His
main job is to create and change
programs to help his fellow employees
do their jobs better, faster, accurately,
and more efficiently. He says that he
would rather create a program based
on what they want, than what he thinks
they need.
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Keeping you in the know

As an experienced expedited carrier, 
our expertise comes to the forefront with 
the ongoing Covid-19 situation. Airways 
is assisting in the distribution of 
shipments of emergency shipments to 
facilities for their COVID-19 response 
protocol. Just one example how we’re 
working 24/7 to make sure all your 
critical shipping needs are met. 

Our extensive services continue to be 
showcased, we are actively moving 
shipments of hand sanitizers, as well as 
other cleaning solutions and sanitation 
products, throughout the nation.  Just 
another example of how Airways is 
delivering performance. 

Aerospace and Aeronautics

During the month of July while we are
already looking to the skies at Airways
Freight to celebrate the 4th , we want
to highlight our Aerospace Division
lead by JR Hampton.

Thanks to several hard-working agents,
we already work with some of the
largest aerospace companies in the
world and are well respected in this
industry.

Find out about the services we offer!Find out about the services we offer!

Giving Back

This past month the employees here at
Airways have teamed up to collect
canned foods to donate to 7 Hills
Homeless Center in Fayetteville, AR.
Our teams together donated a total of
447 pounds! For more information on
how you too can make a positive
impact on our community, visit
www.7hillcenter.org! 
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Final Thoughts...

As we move into the fifth month of the Coronavirus situation, we are happy
to say our Airways family is safe and secure. Although our trade show
business took an immediate and direct hit, our diversification has allowed
us to continue to operate at a high level. Our domestic and international
general services has assisted in many time-sensitive projects attached to
Covid19. We also continue to work closely with our manufacturing
companies to ensure their parts supplies and maintenance are productive
and efficient.

While we will continue to be corporately challenged until the trade show
industry is back up and running, our General Services, Nuclear Power &
Public Utilities, Aerospace & Medical Services areas of the business
continue to operate at a high level. We are prepared and staffed for a
return to normalcy and look forward to a full trade show season in the near
future. We cannot state enough how much we appreciate our employees,
agents, vendors, and customers that put their confidence in Airways
Freight every day and we are dedicated to continuing to always deliver
performance and exceed expectations. - Denny Wood, President
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